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INTRODUCTION

◆ Tired of boring Play-to-Earn games? Web3 games where you have to spend hundreds of dollars before you 
get any reward? Or simply video games where you spend time and money for nothing at all?

◆ N3RDGAMES is the first Web3 Free-To-Earn gaming platform where you can win up to 500,000$ without 
spending a single dollar... playing the games of your childhood and your future!

◆ Bet against your friends or other players in 1VS1, Tournament, and Battle Royale games, or play against 
the computer to achieve the highest rank or perfect score.

◆ Receive random or achievement-based rewards and unlock new features and great customization tools in 
the Marketplace.

◆ Explore our metaverse to find your friends, compete against them in mini-games, or even attend special 
events in partnership with top brands.

◆ Are you ready to meet up with Nerd and his friends and try to become the greatest gamer of all time? 
Enter the Rift to find out...

WELCOME TO

N3RDGAMES!
  PLAY, BET, WIN, EARN & ENJOY!
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◆ Who doesn't have nostalgia for the games of our childhood? We do. 

◆ With the arrival of new game consoles and the enormous progress of technology, publishers often put 
more emphasis on technical prowess to the detriment of gameplay and, even more so, of interaction 
between players.

◆ In the past year, the decentralized gaming industry has experienced a monumental boom, attracting 
players who are looking to play and earn money at the same time.

◆ Also at the same time, millions of new users mint/trade and collect Non-fungible tokens or NFTs. They are 
the digital tokens that offer the uniqueness and every related information such as the creator, the current 
ownership, and the entire sales history that is verifiable in the blockchain. 

◆ We believe that the GameFi and metaverse currently in vogue will be the final piece in taking the 
blockchain gaming industry to a whole new level, where every player can enjoy games, make profits, or 
interact with others through chat, games, betting, and other means. This means that we can truly 
recapture the warmth and excitement of the arcade of the American series in a world parallel to the real 
world. N3RDGAMES was born for this.
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◆ N3RDGAMES is an NFT blockchain-based and community-driven Metaverse in which users can play 
different arcade games in PvP or PvE, but also mini-games inside the metaverse itself.

◆ The game works on a unique Play-to-earn principle: it is cross-chain and requires no initial investment. We 
call it “Multi-chain Free-to-Earn”. 

◆ The game story revolves around Nerd, a young geek mad about video games who has accidentally opened a 
space-time rift allowing him to return to play the games of his childhood.

◆ It has a crypto economy in itself. All items and NFTs can be bought via NERD Token, which is the native 
token of the game and players will be able to earn additional NERD Token amount by playing the game. 
Thus, the game successfully brings together Defi participants and game players.

◆ Users will be able to maximize their rewards by participating in a variety of game activities. In addition, 
N3RDGAMES has its marketplace for purchasing and selling NFT items needed in the game.

◆ N3RDGAMES is the first and only multi-chain Free-to-earn Arcade Metaverse. Are you ready to play?
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While the Play-To-Earn (or P2E) market has grown considerably in recent months, we believe it needs to evolve 
to be accessible to all. 

To do this, we needed to remove the barriers to entry we identified: high initial investment, segmented 
blockchain communities, the complexity of access for newbies, and cheating.

The standard of decentralized video games is based on the principle of play-to-earn (as the name 
suggests). However, it always involves an initial investment, usually in the form of an NFT. In this respect, 
it is similar to the classic video game industry, which consists of buying the video game before playing it. 

Why should one pay to play and win? This is the question we answer with N3rdGames, which is based on 
a free-to-earn system. Each user can play as much as he wants without paying a single cent and win 
regular rewards. 

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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While the cost of Ethereum was peaking in 2020, many blockchains have emerged in the GameFi sector. Many 
projects have chosen Solana (SOL) or the BNB Smart Chain (BNB) to build their ecosystems. 

At N3RDGAMES, we decided to go one step further. Thanks to our multi-chain and cross-chain infrastructure, 
our users can play our games and receive their rewards on the major blockchains (Solana, Polygon, BNB Smart 
Chain, Ethereum...) as they wish. This way, we attract players from all ecosystems who can play against each 
other using the networks and cryptocurrencies of their choice. 

All too often, players have to go through numerous steps before they can access their favorite game, or 
sometimes they simply cannot play it at all. Whether it's downloading the game to their device or having to 
connect to it with a particular wallet, these obstacles are barriers to adoption. 

N3RDGAMES is accessible without any download, and anyone can connect to it from their mobile or computer 
with their wallet. Very soon, it will be possible to connect via messengers and social networks. Eventually, you 
will be able to play through the iOS and Android N3RDGAMES

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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A survey conducted in 2018 revealed that 77% of online gamers are likely to stop playing a multiplayer game 
online if they think other players are cheating and 48% of online gamers are likely to buy less in-game 
content as a result. And GameFi is not immune to this problem. 

To fight against hackers, bots, farms, and cheaters, we have developed a unique solution called Ownership 
Authentication Protocol (OAP) which ensures a stable and safe gaming environment thanks to our wallet and 
NFT OAP technology. Specifically, we can detect the IP address and wallet changes, proxy usage, and correlated 
patterns between the NFT and the wallet.
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◆ N3RDGAMES is a web3 decentralized, community-driven and casual gaming platform. Our users connect to 
play games against the environment or against each other while earning rewards. 

◆ Each game has different gameplay but operates on a Free-to-Earn model. Unlike traditional Play-to-Earn 
games where an initial investment is required (usually an NFT), we allow our players to play all of our 
games for free!

◆ The games are multi-device, meaning that they can be played from a smartphone or a computer and soon 
via our iOS and Android applications.

◆ We have introduced the simplest winning mechanisms. There are two types: a random Play-to-Earn system 
that drops rewards throughout the game and a Win-to-Earn system that rewards winners in PvP. 

◆ The four games we've released are the best-selling 2D arcade games, but we plan to diversify our games 
to attract all types of players. 

The Rift is a 3D virtual world that is built in the Unreal Engine and underpinned by blockchain technologies. 

Within the Rift, users will be empowered to: create, own and monetize experiences using $NERD, the utility 
token which also underpins the Games and Metaverse ecosystems.

Within The Rift, users can maintain provable ownership of their virtual assets (tokens, skins, Lands…) 
represented as a Non-Fungible Token (NFT). Ownership of users’ NFTs will be manifested through different 
blockchains, a peer-to-peer network underpinned by distributed ledger technology.

Due to rising gas prices due to mining fees, and because we want to bring all crypto communities together in 
The Rift, we support the Solana, Avalanche, Polygon, Ethereum, and BNB Smart Chain blockchains. 
N3RDGAMES will be the first Metaverse that is building towards a multi-chain world. 

To interact within the Metaverse, users will manifest within the world as an avatar - a digital representation of 
Self. Like skins or Lands, most of the avatars will also be NFTs that users have acquired within N3RDGAMES 
ecosystem, or in time, from those of friendly ecosystems.

WHAT IS N3RDGAMES
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THE LORE

Nerd has always and will always be a nerd. 
Like all teenagers in the 90s, Nerd spent his afternoons in the local arcade. In no time at all, he even became 

the best player in Metropolis. 
As he grew up, game consoles appeared, and arcades closed. Although he finds comfort in playing alone in his 

room, he misses the warmth and competition of the arcade...
A few months ago, while developing a video game on the Web3, 
Nerd opened a space-time rift that allows him to go back in time and play the games of his childhood…

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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Nerd's experiments caused a distortion of the space-time continuum resulting from the collision of the 
blockchains with each other. 

The rift thus opened gave rise to a multi-temporal universe in which he evolved alone for a long time. He found 
a multitude of zones and activities that he did not take long to master. 

He created programs to keep him company and help him maintain the Rift: the Rifters. Each one has a precise 
role that you will soon discover... 

Today, Nerd has found a way to bring players from all over the world into this universe to challenge him and try 
to become The Ruler of the Rift. 

The Rift is a portal to the games and heroes of our childhood... and back again.

Characters from each of the games will appear in the metaverse during special events. Soon, Sola, Pongo, 
Ducky & Froggy will be joined by new characters from future games... 

Are you ready to join Nerd, the Rifters, and the Characters in The Rift?

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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N3RDGAMES OVERVIEW

To access the N3rdGames platform, a player will have to log in with a crypto wallet.

All our games are Play-to-Earn, which means that playing them allows you to receive regular rewards. To 
receive these rewards, it is essential to be able to identify the player before the start of the game.

Also, if the player wants to make an in-game transaction (for example buy or sell an asset on the Marketplace) 
he will have to validate it from his wallet.

Our platform is Multi Chain, which means that it is possible to connect to it from the largest blockchains: 
Solana, Ethereum, BNB Smart Chain, and Polygon.

To do so, you just need to use a single-chain or a multi-chain wallet from the following list: 

◆ Phantom (Solana)
◆ Metamask (Ethereum, Polygon, BNB Smart Chain)

If a user does not have a wallet, we offer them the possibility to authenticate themselves using their email or 
preferred social network (Google, Apple, Facebook, Twitter, etc.). We then automatically create a wallet to 
interact with the platform.

We offer this service with TORUS WALLET, the most secure passwordless authentication and private key 
management platform  (https://tor.us).

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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Solajump is based on the principle of Doodle-Jump: the player's objective is to jump higher and higher by 
bouncing on platforms randomly positioned in the 2D game interface.

The further you progress in the game, the rarer the bouncing platforms become, increasing the risk of 
"missing" a jump and losing the game.

We take inspiration from the most popular games and develop them in a multi-device, Free-to-Earn, and PvP format. 
We use gameplay and earnings mechanics that are addictive and accessible to all. Here are our Genesis Games. 

The 4 games of season 1 are retros games that allow us to build our community of players and Holders. The next 
seasons will see the introduction of 3D games with a greater variety of gameplay and modes.

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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GorillUp is an endless runner that takes you into a building that you have to leave as quickly as possible. 
Play as Pongo, bounce off the walls, and get as high as you can without falling into the void!

Join other players in the Crazy Ducks Battle Royale, there will be only one survivor!
Make your way through the maze, blow up the crates, gain super powers and blow up your opponents.

Is your frog aiming well?
 
Bubble Frogs is a bubble shooting game that lets you blow away colored bubbles! Form groups of 3 bubbles of 
the same color to blow them up!

Check out some sneak peeks of the upcoming games that will be released in the coming weeks. And this is just 
the beginning!

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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All our games include different game modes. Whether you prefer to beat your records against the computer or 
challenge other players in 1vs1 or Battle Royales, you will find something to suit you.

  THE FIRST WEB3 PVP BETTING GAME

Bet N3 Coins on your skills! Challenge your friends or other players on Versus Mode like PvP, Team VS Team, or 
Battle Royale.

  BECOME THE UNDISPUTED CHAMPION

Participate in the regular tournaments and try to reach first place!

  BE THE BEST IN YOUR LEAGUE

Play against the Environment to beat your record and reach the top of the ranking.

  GET THE PERFECT SCORE

We set a score to reach and if you reach it, you win the jackpot! 

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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All N3RDGAMES assets are NFTs. They can be Cartridges to benefit from advantages and rewards, Boxes that 
contain great prizes, Skins to customize your avatar in the metaverse... 

Whether you win them or buy them, you will be able to trade them on the marketplace or enhance them to 
make them even more valuable.

  THE COLLECTIONS

Each cartridge is a non-funding token (NFT) of type ERC-721 or equivalent depending on the blockchain 
concerned.

LEGENDARY CARTRIDGES

Our oldest players and investors will be rewarded for their support and loyalty with an exclusive and rare 
collection: the Legendary Cartridges. These cartridges have a very nice design but also very valuable 
advantages (see below). Sneak peeks of these cartridges will be released soon.

GENESIS CARTRIDGES 

The Genesis Cartridges represent the characters of our first four games: Solajump, Gorillup, Crazy Ducks, and 
Bubble Frogs. Each collection consists of 2,500 NFTs. 

These NFTs provide holders with passive income from all the games on the platform.

GAME CARTRIDGES

A collection of NFT Cartridges will be launched for each new game. Holders of these NFTs will enjoy the same 
benefits as others, with the difference that the passive income will be exclusively linked to the game in question.

Each Cartridge NFT is unique and composed of hundreds of attributes that are randomly generated. Each 
cartridge collection and the rarity of each NFT will affect the benefits they provide. 

Here is an example of our first collection, on sale since December 2021

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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On our platform, playing and earning are free and unlimited. However, some game modes like tournaments are 
not free. Also, a small portion of the rewards earned by free players is returned to NFT holders; it's like renting 
an NFT to play. 
Here you can find an overview of the 3 types of cartridges and the associated benefits:

New benefits and utilities will be added regularly to make our NFT holders privileged members of our 
gaming community!

* The modalities will be defined by the community 

LEGENDARY CARTRIDGE
Dropped to our 350 OGs 

GENESIS CARTRIDGES
2,500/10,000 already minted

SOLAJUMP CARTRIDGE
Sold Out 

GAME CARTRIDGES
SOON

◆  1 weekly free N3 Key
◆  Private Discord channel
◆  225$ of $NERD* 

◆  1 monthly N3 Key 

◆  180$ of $NERD*
◆  1 bi-weekly N3 Key
◆  Access to the Annual Solajump
◆  Main Event (ASME) 

◆  Passive income from all revenue of N3rdGames
◆  Free access to tournaments
◆  Access to the DAO
◆  Private Discord channel
◆  Regular Airdrops
◆  -50% discount on Lands
◆  Exclusive private sales on the marketplace
◆  Beta access to games and features 

◆  Passive income from the associated game
◆  Free access to tournaments
◆  Private Discord channel
◆  Regular Airdrops 

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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Each Cartridge NFT is unique and composed of hundreds of attributes that are randomly generated. Each 
cartridge collection and the rarity of each NFT will affect the benefits they provide.

Here is an example of our first collection, on sale since December 2021:

HAT (34)

HEAD (27)

BODY (32)

ACCESSORY (14)

CAPE (7)

CARTRIDGE (13) BACKGROUND (13)

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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The Rift is a place where you can choose who you are and who you want to become. 
Choose your avatar from the free ones on offer or buy the one you want and play with it as you explore and quest. 

  DYNAMIC NFT TECHNOLOGY

Earn or buy accessories or vehicles that will enhance your game experience and set you apart from other 
players. In the Rift, all NFT skins are dynamic, meaning you can change their attributes to make them even 
more rare and valuable. 

To do so, you just have to play to earn $NERD or buy some to buy the improvements of your choice in the 
marketplace NFT. 

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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They are dropped randomly in the games or offered as rewards after a competition. To open them, you just 
have to click on them to discover what's inside for free.

The locked boxes are also dropped in the game and at the end of the competitions. However, they go directly to 
your client corner while waiting to be opened. They can also be bought or sold on a marketplace. 

You can start opening these boxes in December 2022. At that time, you will need to use an N3 Key, which you 
can buy with $NERD on our marketplace.

N3RDGAMES is a Play-To-Earn platform on which players can play a multitude of games and game modes for 
free and unlimited to earn rewards. 

These rewards can be earned at any time or based on achievements (tournaments, ranks, scores...).

At N3RDGAMES, the rewards are in boxes. These boxes are dropped at any time and in any game, be careful to 
catch them! We randomly drop two different types of boxes.

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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These boxes are full of surprises that we will regularly renew to surprise our players. Here is a non-exhaustive 
list of the treasures they contain: 

◆ Up to USD 500,000
◆ $NERD Tokens
◆ N3Coins 
◆ NFTs (N3rdGames or other collections)
◆ Cryptocurrencies ($USDT, $BTC, $ETH, $BNB, $SOL, $MATIC,…)
◆ Gift cards & top-ups (Netflix, Amazon, Play Station Store or Xbox,…)
◆ IRL Gifts & Merchandising* (video games, computer equipment, clothing, and accessories,…)

* Shipping costs are the responsibility of the winner and will be payable in $NERD. However, we will allow the option of converting the gift into $NERD tokens 
    at a discount to the supplier's recommended price.

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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The Solajump Annual Main Event (or SAME) is the event that celebrates our signature game: Solajump. It will 
be held once a year and is reserved for Solajump cartridge holders.

The prize pool will match the challenge and results of the platform. The first one will be held when the 4 
collections of Cartridges are sold out and the prize pool will be fixed between 50 and 80,000 USD in $SOL.

We reserve the right to organize new large-scale tournaments for our other Genesis games. 

While waiting for the release of the boxes and the $NERD token, our players were able to win N3 Silver, Gold, 
and Fire Tickets during the period Q1-Q3 2022 at tournaments and competitions. 

These randomly-dropped tickets will be redeemable in October for the associated prize.

N3 TICKETS
Earned at Q1-Q3 2022 tournaments

GIFT BOXES

SILVER 854 FIRE 87 GOLD 559

LANDS LOCKED BOXES

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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The metaverse we are developing is unique: it is dedicated to video games. In a futuristic universe and a low 
poly design, we connect players to play, bet, chat, shop or attend exclusive events.

GAMES
All our games are accessible from the Metaverse. Mini-games and many surprises are also 
waiting for the players...

AGORA
Meet in the Agora to chat and invite others to play against you. Take the opportunity to show off 
your NFT collection!

MARKETPLACE
Visit the marketplace to buy and sell keys, skins, terrain, and many other items to customize 
your experience.

SPECIAL EVENTS
There's always something going on in the Metaverse! Attend a sports event, a fashion show, or 
even a concert with your friends. 

All N3RDGAMES NFTs are based on blockchain technology. That means everything can be digitally owned, 
transferred, sold in-game, or on a secondary market.

Buy or sell your NFTs collected in the game or the marketplace to complete your NFT collection, personalize 
your avatar on our metaverse or open your Locked-Boxes.

The only currency accepted on the marketplace is $NERD but transaction fees on the blockchain are paid in 
the blockchain's native token (e.g. in $SOL for Solana, in $BNB for BNB Smart Chain...).

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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◆ The Lands are your hideout in the Rift
◆ It allows you to secure your loot, display your NFTs, play all our games and even earn $NERD tokens.
◆ Each Land includes 2 arcades, a $NERD generator, and can be fully customized with items from our 

marketplace.
◆ Your Land is also the perfect place to invite your friends for some alone time! Meet up for private 

tournaments or fun parties!
◆ The land is an instance, which means that it is isolated from the main server. This means that only your 

friends will be informed when you log in and are on your land.

Since the launch of our first SolaJump game in December 2021, a strong community has gathered around our 
project. Hundreds of thousands of games have been played and we count thousands of daily players.

The figures below were reached without any marketing campaign, simply by word of mouth and the pleasure of 
joining a community of Web3 players.

TOTAL EARNINGS

150,000$

PLAYED GAMES

+200,000

ACTIVE PLAYERS

1,500

NFTS MINTED

2,423

USERS ON DISCORD

10,000

PVP GAMES PLAYED

15,000

AVERAGE DAILY PLAYERS

1,000

NFT HOLDERS

1,500

FOLLOWERS ON TWITTER

8,000
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https://coinmarketcap.com/

  P2E PROJECTS IN TERMS OF MARKET CAP

DECENTRALAND
THE SANDBOX
AXIE INFINITY
GALA GAMES

ALIEN WORLDS
MY NEIGHBOR ALICE

MOBOX
SPLINTERLANDS

MIX MARVEL
STAR ATLAS

GODS UNCHAINED
N3RDGAMES

1600
1500

1200
330

66
66

50
43

19
16
9
2,5

N3RDGAMES is part of the ecosystem of blockchain Play-to-Earn projects, leading the way in driving Web3 
adoption through gamification and player activity rewards, becoming the first multi-channel Free-To-Earn 
gaming platform to offer a metaverse.

The current trend is to improve gameplay, which is often lacking, and to distribute more and more revenue to 
users. PvP and the metaverse also provide an immersive and community experience. These elements foster 
long-term community engagement and loyalty.

MARKET

The Play-to-Earn market cap in July 2022 is approximately $7B, after reaching $30B in December 2021. 

Despite the recent price drop, more and more traditional video game players such as Ubisoft or Epic Games are 
investing in Web3 and Play-To-Earn. 

Below, we can see the top P2E projects by their Market Cap. N3RDGAMES will have an initial Market Cap of 
1,4M$  without liquidity, and 2,5M$ Market Cap with liquidity at listing. The growth potential of N3RDGAMES 
in the relatively new blockchain gaming market is huge.
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N3RDGAMES' Free-to-Earn model is still a small part of the Play-to-Earn ecosystem. It has the advantage of 
removing the main barrier to market entry: the initial investment. 

N3's advantage in the market is its unique approach to random win mechanisms which consists of offering 
regular boxes at any given time. These boxes contain rewards of up to $500,000 and can be opened for free or 
with a paid key. 

Also, its positioning on PvP, which allows its players to compete against each other in one-on-one games, 
tournaments and even Battle Royale by betting on their victory, is also disruptive in the P2E ecosystem. 
Finally, its value proposition of producing addictive, turnkey Web3 video games finally offers marketing 
opportunities to participating partners.

Our competitors such as Playzap, Gamee, or Colizeum do not allow us to lift the second: browser-ready access 
and Web2 & 3 authentications. Finally, some of them do not offer the immersive experience of a metaverse.

N3RDGAMES

SANDBOX

DECENTRALAND

GALA GAMES

PLAYZAP

GAMEE

COLIZEUM

MIXMARVEL

AXIE INFINITY

Self-Funded

496M$

25,5M$

100M$

3,85M$

4,2M$

8,4M$

10M$

160M$

Free-To-Earn Multi Chain PvP Gaming
Platform Metaverse Fund Raised ($)Browser Ready, Web 2 &

Web 3 authentication
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The traditional video game industry has never been in better shape. In just 10 years, the market has grown 
from 70B$ to over $180B$ and it is expected to reach a value of 340B$ by 2027 (Source).

We are also seeing an evolution in the use of video games, with the smartphone overtaking console and PC 
games every year.

With N3RDGAMES removing the main barriers to entry for Web3 gaming, we believe we are on the cusp of a 
massive shift from Web2 gaming to decentralized gaming. We are the future of gaming. 

https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/newzoo-global-games-market-report-2021-free-version

2012

70,6B$

18% 23% 29% 34%
40%

46%
51%

54%
57%

59%

37%
38%

36%
34%

30%

27%

45%
39%

76,5B$

35%

84,8B$

32%

93,1B$

Mobile Games PC Games Console Games

30%

106,5B$

27%

121,7B$

24%

25%

137,9B$

22%

24%

151,9B$

21%

23%

165,9B$

19%

22%

180,1B$

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

  2012-2021 GLOBAL GAMES MARKET
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N3RDGAMES is the only multichain platform that gives its users the opportunity to earn tokens just by playing 
games without any initial investment.

$NERD is a cross-chain token on Solana and Ethereum blockchains. The maximum supply is 10 billion $NERD 
and the token will not be reissued. 

The $NERD Token is the core utility token and in-game currency of the games and future metaverse. Tokens 
can be spent as well as earned or exchanged by every player inside and outside of the N3RDGAMES ecosystem. 
Holders can also earn rewards and get premium privilege by staking $NERD. 

$NERD holders will be able to participate in the governance of the platform via a Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization (DAO), where they can exercise voting rights on key decisions of the N3RDGAMES ecosystem.

Meanwhile, external project contributors will receive the $NERD token as a reward (payment), motivating 
contribution to the project’s success.

The more users are exposed to the N3RDGAMES ecosystem, the more valuable the $NERD Token will become.

TOKENOMICS
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One token to fuel our gaming platform!  The $NERD token is at the heart of our ecosystem and functions as a 
payment, utility, and governance token. 

HOW TO EARN

PLAY TO EARN
Reward System

STAKING
NFT & $NERD

REFERRAL PROGRAM
Refer-to-Eern

COMMUNITY INCENTIVE
Airdrops & Contests

HOW TO USE

TRADING ON DEX & CEX STAKING

PAYING ON MARKETPLACE VOTING IN DAO

REMUNERATION OF PARTNERS

$NERD
TOKEN
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THE EXACT VALUES ARE NOT FINAL AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE

  $NERD STAKING PROGRAM
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6

8

10

12

16

20

Unlimited

0,5%

1%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

Lock Duration
(months)Levels Vote Weight on DAO Maximum Private

Room Size
Size of the Private

Tournament
Discount on
Marketplace

  THE UTILITIES

Liquidity is crucial for any crypto-currency. N3RDGAMES understands this and offers a way to maintain liquidity 
while earning passive income, by blocking a portion of $NERD into an easily tradable asset in the network.

During this staking process, you will receive rewards from the $NERD Treasury Pool, which is fed by a 5% fee 
on all $NERD transactions on our Marketplace but also a portion of all income collected by the company (NFT 
and NERD Coin sales and in-game advertisements & partnerships). 

The amount of this passive income and the vote weight in the DAO will be based on the amount of $NERD 
staked and the amount of time they are blocked away (see below).

By participating in the N3RDGAMES staking program, and thus limiting the amount of $NERD in circulation, you 
participate in its value and in the governance of the N3RDGAMES ecosystem.

Finally, some features of the game will be influenced by the $NERD staking program you will have chosen:

◆ Ability to create a larger private room 
◆ Benefit from exclusive discounts in the marketplace and in the real-world e-shop of our partners
◆ Possibility to participate in exclusive private sales
◆ The right to organize private tournaments and collect part of the prize pool  
◆ Other features will be added in the future, and the DAO will be able to propose and vote on them
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All in-game transactions require $NERD, whether it's paying to mint NFT Cartridge or buying assets from our 
marketplace. For example, it will be possible to buy and sell the Keys needed to open locked boxes, skins to 
customise your avatar in our metaverse or to acquire Lands that will be usable in an outstanding game and 
that will allow holders to receive exclusive passive income. 

Staking $NERD also unlocks League upgrades and access to exclusive private sales, but also discounts on our 
Marketplace and even in the real world in partnership with our brand partners.

The $NERD can also be used to improve skills by participating in masterclasses organized by top players.

A portion of the revenue collected from NFT sales, NERD Coin, transaction fees, and in-game advertising 
(collected in ETH/USDT/USDC/FIAT) will be used to redeem the $NERD token, which will go towards the 
treasury pool and staking rewards.

The amount of activity that $NERD is needed for means that players should take advantage of it by reinvesting 
the tokens they get as rewards or acquire on the open market. In addition, elements such as staking benefits 
and redemptions will contribute to steady growth of the token price over the long term.

At N3RDGAMES, we believe in the voice of the community. We have therefore chosen to direct the direction of 
the game's growth based on majority consensus. Thus, N3rdGames players will be able to submit proposals 
and vote in the upcoming DAO. The more NFTs and $NERD tokens staked, the greater the voting power.

The community governance will be done in two steps: first as a CAO (Centralized Autonomous Organization) on 
our Discord and then as a fully decentralized Foundation.

We will send generous gifts of $NERD as rewards for early access to our early adopters and supporters. 
Because their input is vital, early adopters will also receive early access to all of our games and features. 

Recently, they have been able to get sneak peeks of the new client corner and website as well as exclusive 
access to our new games and metaverse.
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  THE RAISE

Of the total of $10 billion of NERD Tokens, 20% will be offered for sale (2,000,000,000). We organized the 
Token sale in 4 rounds: the Seed, the Strategic, the Presale, and the Public sale. 

Each round targets a different category of investors and has conditions adapted to each one (limits, prices, 
blocking, and vesting). 

The total amount raised was set at USD 8,1 million, a deliberately low amount to fit market conditions and to 
make sure token sale rounds can be filled faster and with a lower chance of unsold tokens remaining. 

Venture capitalists (VCs), as well as retail token buyers, may find the high amounts of the fundraising to be at 
best unwise and at worst a cash grab.

  THE ROUNDS

SEED

Price $0,001
Tokens 200,000,000

Raise Target $200,000

PRESALE

Price $0,005
Tokens 750,000,000

Raise Target $3,750,000

PUBLIC SALE

Price $0,007
Tokens 250,000,000

Raise Target $1,750,000

STRATEGIC

Price $0,003
Tokens 800,000,000

Raise Target $2,400,000

AUGUST 2022

OCTOBER 2022

SEPTEMBER 2022

NOVEMBER 2022
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  FUNDS WILL BE USED BUT NOT LIMITED TO:

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
Scale the team, game, and ecosystem development, build infrastructure

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Growth activities, strategic partnerships, operational expenses

MARKETING & PR
Communication campaigns, acquisition and community building

SECURITY, LEGAL & COMPLIANCE
Audit procedures, legal support and compliance program

LIQUIDITY
Secured to provide Liquidity for $NERD on exchanges (DEXs & CEXs)

LIQUIDITY
8%

SECURITY, LEGAL &
FINANCE

12%

MARKETING
& PR
12%

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

19%

TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENT
49%
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There will be a fixed supply of 10,000,000,000 $NERD tokens. Tokens will be allocated to the following areas.

We have allocated 35% of our total offering to the Treasury which is reserved for the payout of Play-To-Earn 
and Staking Rewards but also to reward community members who meet specific criteria, such as early 
adopters and players using regular airdrops. This amount is equivalent to 3,500,000,000 tokens. 

We also want to prioritize the robustness of our Ecosystem for long-term success. The purpose of this pool is to 
support further development of N3RDGAMES, which includes and is not limited to adding new features; to 
promote N3RDGAMES in the cryptocurrency and gaming scene, covering maintenance and other game-related 
costs; etc. Therefore, we are allocating 20% of the total supply or 2 billion tokens. 

The N3RDGAMES Core Team is allocated 15% of the total supply, which will allow the team to be incentives 
and new employees to be acquired.

Advisors enabling partnerships and providing support will be rewarded from the Advisory pool which 
represents 500,000,000 $NERD (5% of the total). 

Finally, we allocated 5% of the total supply which will be used to fund all aspects related to liquidity, such as 
providing liquidity on the CEX and DEX exchanges.

The public sale size is intentionally low to make sure that the public sale is successful and that 100% of the 
tokens are sold. Also, fewer launchpads are needed and each of them gets a smaller allocation. Launchpads are 
typically reluctant to have very high allocations due to the risk of failing to sell all of the tokens.

SEED 200,000,000

STRATEGIC 800,000,000

PRESALE 750,000,000

PUBLIC SALE 250,000,000

TREASURY 3,500,000,000

ECOSYSTEM FUND 2,000,000,000

ADVISORS 500,000,000

TEAM 1,500,000,000

LIQUIDITY 500,000,000

SEED 2% STRATEGIC
8%

PRESALE
7,5%

PUBLIC SALE
2,5%

TREASURY
35%

ECOSYSTEM FUND
20%

ADVISORS
5%

TEAM
15%

LIQUIDITY
5%
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Unlock schedules have been determined to reduce the risk of a sudden dump of the token and to filter out 
participants looking for quick speculatory gains. Instead, they are designed to draw investors who are really 
interested in $NERD’s long-term success.

Strong cliffs have been applied for strategic partners, team, and advisors to reassure investors.

The initial market cap (2,5M$) is set to allow for a larger upside for participants in the token sale. The fully 
diluted market cap (70M$) was also designed to allow for greater upside and to reduce inflationary pressure on 
the token price.

Vesting (months)

24

18

12

3

48

48

12

36

24

Cliff (months)

12

9

6

9

12

Marketcap TGE ($)

583 333

510 417

291 667

1 155 000

2 540 417

% on TGE

33%

2%

2%

33%

3,6%

FDV ($)

1 400 000

5 600 000

5 250 000

1 750 000

24 500 000

14 000 000

3 500 000

10 500 000

3 500 000

70 000 000

%

2%

8%

8%

2,5%

35%

20%

5%

15%

5%

100%

Category

Seed

Strategic

Presale

Public Sale

Treasury

Ecosystem Fund

Advisors

Team

Liquidity

Total
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  TOKEN RELEASE SCHEDULE

To ensure sustainability and incentive for long-term growth,  $NERD will be unlocked in a pre-determined 
schedule that lasts for 4 years from the Token Even Generation (TGE). 

The above chart illustrates the maximum possible issuance of $NERD over the coming years, and the total 
supply will never exceed 10 billion.
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Initial N3RDGAMES Treasury has 35% of the total supply of $NERD tokens. Tokens will be gradually released 
to players over time. The number of tokens earned by players depends on various factors. Players will have 
various ways to receive rewards.

To ensure the sustainability of the Treasury and that the value of the token is not exclusively based on 
speculation, the Treasury will increasingly be fed by revenues generated by the company (partnerships, 
advertising, Marketplace, NFTs…).

2022
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Initial Supply Company Revenue

PAY-TO-EARN (BOXES)

WEEKLY & MONTHLY QUESTS

ELIGIBLE POSITION IN RANKING

CYCLICAL TOURNAMENTS

CARTRIDGE NFT & $NERD STAKING

$NERD
TOKEN

Based on realistic development assumptions
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Play-to-Earn enables users to monetize time spent on entertainment and exchange assets obtained, created, or 
purchased in the game. In N3RDGAMES, players will be able to earn $NERD tokens in various ways (see next 
part). Earned tokens can be used in games or traded on exchanges for other assets.

A portion (20%) of all revenues generated by the company is automatically transferred to the treasury pool 
following a uniquely designed delayed gratification mechanism, making it self-sustainable in the long term. 

The treasury pool is divided into several pools, which are described below. Future development of the game and 
implementation of the new modes may result in adding new pools, changing the percentage distribution, or 
removing one of the existing pools, to ensure the self-sustainability and stability of the ecosystem.

  DISTRIBUTION OF THE TREASURY POOL

Description

Rewards for playing the games and mini-games inside the boxes

Rewards for completing daily & weekly quests depending on the player's level

Weekly rewards for the best ranked

Rewards for the best players in tournaments

Remuneration for staking $NERD & Cartridge NFTs in the protocol

This pool will be used to finance further deuelopment of the game and other game-related expenses making it 
self-sustainable in the long run. In exceptional cases, $NERD token holders will be able to uote on the direction of the 
future game development.

Pool

Boxes

Quests

Ranking

Tournaments

Staking

Reserve

%

30%

15%

10%

5%

30%

10%
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ECONOMIC MODEL

The exact values are not final and subject to change

EXCHANGES / N3RDGAMES PLATFORM

WALLET $NERD TOKEN

NERD COIN CARTIDGES NFT MARKETPLACE

P2
E R

EW
AR

DS

NFT POOL $NERD POOL

$NERD TREASURY

PARTNERSHIP & ADS

49,5%

20%

49,5%

5%95%

80%

20%

1%

BURN

TOURNAMENT
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E
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PvP

N3RDGAMES COMPANY

NFT ROYALTIES
50%

NFT RENTING
100% OF FREE PLAYERS REWARDS

$NERD
TREASURY

SELL

SELL $NERD

BUY $NERD

BUY

MINT

PAY

VARIABLE APY

STAKE
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THE MINT
Players can mint NFTs to receive passive income, gain free access to tournaments, and discounts in the 
marketplace, or get the right to propose and vote in our future DAO. 

NFT ROYALTIES  & NFT RENTING
Each NFT has a 10% royalty fee built in. In consequence, every transaction in both in-game and external 
marketplace will result  an additional revenue which will be split between the NFT staking pool and the 
company.

Free players will have a portion of their rewards allocated to the NFT staking pool to compensate paying 
players. This system, which can be compared to an NFT rental, allows NFT holders to be rewarded while leaving 
free and unlimited access to the games for others.

CARTRIDGE NFTS STAKING
NFT holders can stake their NFT on the protocol to benefit from passive income linked to the activity of the 
N3RDGAMES platform. These revenues come from a part of the royalties and the NFT Renting by free players.

Holders may decide to stake & lock their NFT Cartridge to the protocol for 7 days. At the end of this period, 
they can claim their rewards and decide to remove their NFT or leave it for another 7 days. 

This mechanism rewards NFT holders with passive income from N3rdGames' activity, but also limits the 
amount of NFTs in circulation and therefore boosts the secondary market.

This NFT Staking Pool is self-sufficient as it is also funded by the Treasury pool which is powered by the 5% 
fee of all the transactions on our Marketplace and by a portion of the revenue generated by the company.
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We have designed a healthy and rewarding dual token system that allows regular cryptocurrency users and 
others to benefit from the play-to-earn mechanics that ensure the longevity of the ecosystem.

The N3 Coin is an in-game token that you can buy as a bundle on our platform. The price will be degressive. 
Once the $NERD is issued, you can use it to buy and sell coins.

It can be used to bet on yourself against other players (PvP) but also to play certain games where the use of a 
utility token is prohibited: gambling for example.

Free players will have to pay tournament entry fee with the N3 Coin to participate.

w w w . n e r d g a m e s . i o
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The $Nerd Token is a utility token at the heart of the N3RDGAMES ecosystem. 

EARN, BUY & SELL
$NERD can be earned by winning tournaments, reaching a certain weekly rank or score, but also by completing 
quests & missions. During the course of the game, they will also be randomly dropped into boxes, some of 
which are free and some of which require a paid key to open. The $NERD token can be exchanged for 
cryptocurrencies or FIATs on an exchange (DEX or CEX) but also directly on the N3RDGAMES platform.

$NERD STAKING
$  NERD holders will be able to stake their tokens on the protocol to receive NERD rewards from the treasury 
pool. To ensure its self-sustainability. this pool is automatically fed by a 5% fee taken on each transaction 
made on our marketplace and a portion of the revenues generated by the company, 
This mechanism aims to limit the amount of $NERD tokens on the exchanges, and therefore the selling 
pressure. It also rewards holders who plan with us for the long term by locking in their tokens.

MINT OF NFTs
The $NERD Token can use to mint all our NFT collections: the cartridge, but also all the ones we will co-build 
with our partners for special events. 

IN-GAME PURCHASE
The $NERD token will be the native currency in the N3RDGAMES ecosystem. Thus, all transactions on our 
marketplace will only be available in $NERD tokens. 

BURN
1% of the NFT Renting will be burned, creating a deflation process in $NERD total supply. If the transaction 
involves $NERD, the tokens will be automatically burnt. If another currency is used, then we will exchange it 
for $NERD on the secondary market and then burn it.
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We connect gaming and Web3 for the benefit of gamers and brands.

At N3RDGAMES, we believe that the Metaverse will play a key role in connecting people, but also brands and 
their customers. Most players in the market offer expansive parcels of land and estates that provide simple 
and limited engagement. We develop a Free-to-Earn gaming metaverse that offers our users an addictive and 
rewarding community experience.

Our brand partners see it as a very effective way to acquire, meet and retain their customers through a new 
level of engagement.

Because we are above all gamers and gaming enthusiasts, we master all gameplay mechanics. We are 
therefore able to develop a Free-to-Earn video game from A to Z for any company.

Gamification is a marketing technique increasingly used by brands to achieve unparalleled levels of 
engagement through recurring behavior and community mechanisms that build loyalty. We are already in 
contact with major brands and sports federations for whom we develop mini-games.

◆ Our metaverse is a virtual world in which players will be able to chat, bet and play with others through 
their avatar.

◆ For several months now, companies have been engaging in digital merchandising enabled by the metaverse 
because they believe in this new way of promoting their brand and attracting new customers.

◆ We are in discussion with many brands who want to take advantage of our metaverse to increase their 
awareness in Web3 and launch collections of digital assets within our games. 
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ROADMAP 2021-2023

2021
 Conceptualization & Branding
 Website & social media channels
 Team expansion
 Anti-Cheat Technology (OAP)
 SolaJump game PvE
 NFT SolaJump
 2,000 Players

Q1 2022
 Perfect score game
 SolaJump Tournament & PvP
 GorillUp game PvE
 Whitepaper V1
 3,000 Players

Q2 2022
 GorillUp PvP & Tournament
 Crazy Ducks PvP
  Bubble PvE
 NFT Airdrops
 Signup with backers & launchpads

Q3 2022
 New website & Client Corner
 Whitepaper V2 & Tokenomics
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Q3 2022
 Partnerships with KOLs & investors
 Strategic partnerships
 1st Season is open: "Hello Nerds, Retro Games."
 NFT GorillUp, Crazy Ducks & Bubble Frogs
 10,000 Players

Q4 2022
 N3 Coin release
 Worldwide marketing campaign
 Private & Public sale $NERD Token
 Airdrop & Staking Program
 Development & Audit of SC
 $NERD Token listing on DEXs
 Crazy Ducks & Bubble Frog Tournament 2nd Season:"N3rds of Duty" FPS Opening.
 Gifts & Locked Boxes Opening
 20,000 Players

Q1 2023
 Metaverse Beta
 Marketplace
 Multi-Tournament
 Brands & sponsors onboarding
 Land & User customization interface
 40,000 Players
 10 new arcade games

Q2 2023
 Season 3: "N3rd's Fight" Metaverse Live iOS & Android App
 Team Expansion
 Private Room and Tournaments
 Masterclass Gaming
 Metaverse Gaming & social event
 65,000 Players

Q3-Q4 2023
 DAO
 100,000 Players
 Continuous development
 Saison 4 "Peace n N3rd"
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  GAMING TECH STACK

 https://unity.com

 https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US

 https://www.photonengine.com

 https://fr.reactjs.org

  BLOCKCHAIN TECH STACK

 https://solana.com/fr

 https://polygon.technology

 https://ethereum.org/fr/

 https://bnbchain.org/en

  DATABASE & SERVER TECH STACK

 https://www.cloudflare.com

 https://chainstack.com/

 https://www.mongodb.com/

 https://www.mysql.com/

 https://www.digitalocean.com

 https://expressjs.com/

  WALLET TECH STACK

 https://metamask.io

 https://phantom.app

 https://tor.us

TECHNOLOGY
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HERE ARE OUR FIRST PARTNERS, MORE COMING SOON!

PARTNERS
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TEAM
N3RDGAMES brings together experienced profiles who share the same passion: video games. Together, we 
enable the company to adapt to a constantly changing market and regulations.

DAVID FHIMA - CO-FOUNDER & CEO (LINKEDIN)

David is a tech enthusiast and former pro-gamer who has made it his goal to 
decentralise the world of video games. « I am fully committed to building a web3 
gaming platform open to all and where revenue will truly be shared between the 
founders and the community. ». 

He graduated from New York University in Finance and Business Administration. In 
2009, he co-founded IDSiDE, a marketing 2.0 agency focused on culture.

In 2018, he co-founded Wallpex, the first e-wallet for gamers acquired by an 
International Bank in 2020.

DAVID BELLAICHE - CO-FOUNDER & CTO (LINKEDIN)

David graduated from the University of Paris VI in Mathematics and computer 
sciences and from the Jerusalem College of Technology in Computer and 
Communication Engineering.

In 1998, he became head of statistical programming at the Israeli Ministry of 
Labour, while he was a lecturer in computer science at Jerusalem College 
Technology and Hadassah Academic College.

In 2001 he co-founded the first online trading platform in Israel, Publitec. In 
2008, he launched Turfez Group, which led him to develop the entire betting, 
payment, and risk management infrastructure. In 2013, he joined Finoware for 
which he developed a trading CRM as well as the Bitcoin mining algorithm.

He co-founded Bsave in 2015: the first staking platform for Bitcoin which will be 
acquired by Celsius Network in 2019.

49
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Ariel Alliany – CMO 
Jefferson Meguira - CBO 
Jimmy Slama - Game Advisor
Jim Ben - Art Director, Lead animator
Samuel Jami - Full-Stack Developer
Dan Cohen - Game Developer Unity 3D
Elie Sultan - Full-Stack Developer
Dany Maor - Game Developer 
Adar Shamir - 3d Generalist

Maxence Cornet - CTO/Co-Founder @Vybe & Founder @Freyja Software 
Steeve Boutboul - Ex-GamyTech, Slatch & Nested Finance, Chief Architect @SendCrypto 
Julien Cornille - Ex-Carrefour, Xelians, EDF, CEO @LiberIT 
Ilan Binisti - Ex-Ministère de l'Agriculture, Orange, Fullstack developper @ENGIE
Lionel Miceli - Ex-Calimed Sante, SQUAD, Fullstack Cybersecurity Developer @Docaposte 
Alann Sapone - Ex-Kalyzee, Marseille Astrophysics Laboratory, Lead Developer @Calimed Santé

JÉRÉMIE COHEN - COO

Jérémie has always loved challenges, especially those that consist of removing 
barriers to entry to a sector. 

He worked for 7 years in the banking and insurance sector before joining BYKEP, 
the DASP French start-up that invented the purchase of Bitcoin from retailers. As 
a COO, he was in charge of managing operations related to business development, 
marketing, and partnerships. 

He is co-founder and advisor of several Web3 projects related to NFT, in particular 
on the Elrond blockchain. 
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COMMUNITY

 https://nerdgames.io

 https://twitter.com/N3rdGames_io

 https://discord.gg/zdvJE5uWxQ

 https://www.linkedin.com/company/nerd-games/

 https://medium.com/@N3rdGames/

 https://t.me/N3rdGamesANN

 https://t.me/N3rdGames

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0kMPEIoLQJitBUdEhCvBQg/featured
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DISCLAIMER
This Whitepaper describes business objectives and the generation by N3RDGAMES of the $NERD tokens and 
may not be complete or final.

The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general information purposes only and do not constitute a 
prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any 
product, item, or asset (whether digital or otherwise).

The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. 
There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and no representation, warranty 
or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.

Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, 
the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or N3RDGAMES Team have not independently 
verified the accuracy or completeness of such information.

Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may 
become outdated as a result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or 
correct the document in connection therewith. We reserve the right to update, change or replace any part of 
this draft Whitepaper without prior notice. It is the users’ responsibility to check this document periodically 
for changes.

Your continued use of or access to the Whitepaper following the posting of any changes constitute acceptance 
of those changes.
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Prospective purchasers of NERD token should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties 
associated with N3RDGAMES, and its businesses and operations, and all information set out in this Whitepaper 
and the Terms & Conditions, prior to any purchase of NERD token.

THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT THE FUNCTIONALITIES OF THE N3RDGAMES, OR THAT N3RDGAMES 
TOKEN ECONOMY INFRASTRUCTURE, WILL BE DELIVERED OR REALISED.

IF ANY OF SUCH RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES DEVELOPS INTO ACTUAL EVENTS, THE BUSINESS, 
FINANCIAL CONDITION, RESULTS OF OPERATIONS, AND PROSPECTS COULD BE MATERIALLY AND 
ADVERSELY AFFECTED. IN SUCH CASES, YOU MAY LOSE ALL OF PART OF THE VALUE OF FINE.

IN THE EVENT THAT YOU HAVE PURCHASED NERD TOKEN, YOUR PURCHASE CANNOT BE REFUNDED 
OR EXCHANGED.
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